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Abstract. Message-based communication is an increasingly common interaction mechanism used in concurrent and distributed systems where
components interact with each other by sending and receiving messages. It is well-known that verification of systems that use asynchronous
message-based communication with unbounded FIFO queues is undecidable even when the component behaviors are expressed using finite
state machines. In this paper we show that there is a sub-class of such
systems, called synchronizable systems, for which certain reachability
properties (over send actions and over states with no pending receives)
remain unchanged when asynchronous communication is replaced with
synchronous communication. Hence, if a system is synchronizable, then
the verification of these reachability properties can be done on the synchronous version of the system and the results hold for the asynchronous
case. We present a technique for deciding if a given system is synchronizable. Our results are applicable to a variety of domains including verification and analysis of interactions among processes at the OS level, coordination in service-oriented computing and interactions among distributed
programs. In this paper we focus on analysis of channel contracts in
the Singularity OS. Our experimental results show that almost all channel contracts in the Singularity OS are synchronizable, and, hence, their
properties can be analyzed using synchronous communication semantics.
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Introduction

The asynchronous message-based communication model has been receiving increasing system support [17, 21, 2, 20] and it is getting increasing attention in a
diverse set of areas for handling a variety of issues such as process isolation at the
OS level [8], coordination in service-oriented computing [6, 27], and interactions
in distributed programs [1]. Unfortunately, in general verification problems are
undecidable for such systems since a set of finite-state machines that communicate with unbounded FIFO message queues can simulate Turing Machines [5].
?
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We present a class of asynchronously communicating systems, called synchronizable systems, for which certain reachability properties can be verified automatically, and we show that we can automatically check if an asynchronously
communicating system is in this class.
Intuitively, an asynchronously communicating system is synchronizable if executing that system with synchronous communication instead of asynchronous
communication preserves its behaviors. We focus on two types of behaviors: 1)
the sequences of messages that are sent, and 2) the set of reachable configurations where message queues are empty, i.e., configurations with no pending
receives. If a system is synchronizable, then we can check properties about its
message sequences or about the reachability of its global configurations with
empty message queues, using the synchronous version of the system. Since we
are focusing on systems where component behaviors are specified using finite
state machines, the synchronous version of the system has a finite state space
and its properties can be verified using well-known model checking techniques.
The important question is: is it possible to check synchronizability automatically? In this paper we show the following: A system is synchronizable if and only
if the behaviors for the synchronous version of the system and the 1-boundedasynchronous version of the system are equivalent with respect to sent messages and reachable configurations with empty message queues. The 1-boundedasynchronous version corresponds to the case where all message queues are replaced with queues of size one (hence, if there is an unconsumed message in a
message queue any send action to that queue blocks until message is consumed).
Since both synchronous and 1-bounded asynchronous versions of a system have
finite state space, the equivalence check of their behavior, and therefore, synchronizability check, can be done automatically.
In order to demonstrate the practical value of our results, we have developed
a prototype implementation leveraging CADP toolbox [12] and have applied our
approach to analyzing channel contracts in Singularity OS [8, 16]. A channel
contract is a state machine that specifies the allowable ordering of messages
exchanged between processes in the Singularity OS. In this paper we show that
almost all of the channel contracts in Singularity OS are synchronizable, hence,
their reachability properties can be automatically verified.
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Motivation: Singularity Channel Contracts

Singularity [23] is an experimental operating system developed by Microsoft
Research to explore new approaches to OS design in order to improve the dependability of software systems. Process isolation is a chief design principle of
the Singularity OS, where processes are not allowed to share memory with each
other or the kernel. All inter-process communication occurs via asynchronous
message exchange in bidirectional channels. Communication through Singularity
channels corresponds to asynchronous communication via FIFO queues. When
a process sends a message through a channel, the message is appended to a message queue. A message that is at the head of a message queue is removed from

public contract IoStream {
...
state Start: {
O? -> {
OK! -> Open;
ERR! -> End;
}
}
state Open: {
R? -> D! -> Open;
W? -> Open;
C? -> End;
}
state End;
...
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Fig. 1. (a) An example channel contract; and (b) corresponding state machines for the
Client and the Server

the message queue when a receive action is executed by the receiving process at
the other end of the channel.
In Singularity, channel contracts (written in an extension of C#, called
Sing#) specify the allowable ordering of message exchanges between the processes [8, 23]. Figure 1(a) shows a contract governing a channel used by Singularity for communicating between a process (client in this case) and the file
server [18]. (The full contract specification also includes the message declarations
which are omitted in the figure.) Singularity contracts are written from the perspective of the server, where send actions by the server are appended with !
to denote communication from the server to the client and receive actions by
the server are appended with ? to denote communication from the client to the
server. The contract states that the file server receives a request (O) for opening a file and it responds with either OK or ERR; the destination states are Open
or End. In the Open state, the file server can either receive a read request (R), a
write request (W) or a close request (C). In the first case, the server responds with
the data from the opened file and the destination state of the contract remains
Open; in the second case, the destination state also remains Open; and in the
final case, the destination state becomes End. The behaviors of the client and
the server constructed on the basis of this contract are presented in Figure 1(b).
Each local configuration in the client and the server is annotated with the state
of the contract; note that there are two temporary/transient states s and t.
Verification Objectives: Properties of Interest. There are several questions that
are of interest in this setting. Does the system obtained from the asynchronously
communicating client and server (Figure 1(b)) produces exactly the same behavior (in terms of send actions) as depicted in the channel contract (Figure 1(a))?
Does the system conform to some pre-specified desired properties expressed in
temporal logic? For instance, a property of interest can be: the C (close) send
action is eventually followed by a configuration where the client and the server
are both at state End and their message queues are empty (i.e., there are no
pending receives). Another example property can be: every read send action (R)
is eventually followed by a configuration where the client and the server states

are both Open and their message queues are empty. These types of properties
can be suitably expressed in linear temporal logic.
Verification Challenge. Unfortunately, for finite state processes that communicate asynchronously with unbounded message queues, verification of these types
of properties is undecidable in general. Observe that, the system obtained from
the asynchronously communicating client and server in Figure 1(b) exhibits behavior with infinite state-space due to existence of potentially unbounded number of !W actions from the client before the server consumes via ?W action.
Our Solution. In this paper, we show that we can automatically check if the
asynchronous system under consideration is synchronizable, and, if it is, we can
verify the above properties on the synchronized-version of the system using traditional model checking techniques. Verification of properties of asynchronously
communicating systems is decidable when the system is synchronizable and we
present here the necessary and sufficient condition for synchronizability, which
can be efficiently checked using existing equivalence checking techniques that
work for systems with finite state-space.
It should be noted that in order to statically determine the amount of memory required for each message buffer, Singularity OS imposes a restriction on
channel contracts that bounds the sizes of the message buffers. Such a restriction, therefore, finitizes the behavior of the asynchronous system. Even with
such a restriction the results presented in this paper are useful since they allow
us to remove the message queues completely during verification. Since the state
space of an asynchronously communicating system with bounded queues can be
exponential in the size of the queues, our results can be used to avoid state space
explosion for such bounded systems. Our experiments show that in fact most of
the Singularity channel contracts are synchronizable.
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3.1

Preliminaries
Behaviors as State Machines

We use finite state machines to describe the behaviors of components or peers
that asynchronously communicate via messages (sends and receives). The behavior of a system resulting from such communicating peers is described by state
machines (with potentially infinite state-space).
Definition 1 (Peer Behavior). A peer behavior or simply a peer, denoted by
P, is a state machine (M, T, s0 , δ) where M is the union of finite input (M in )
and finite output (M out ) message sets, T is the finite set of states, s0 ∈ T is the
initial state, and δ ⊆ T × (M ∪ {}) × T is the transition relation.
A transition τ ∈ δ can be one of the following three types: (1) a sendtransition of the form (t1 , !m1 , t2 ) which sends out a message m1 ∈ M out , (2) a
receive-transition of the form (t1 , ?m2 , t2 ) which consumes a message m2 ∈ M in ,
a
and (3) an -transition of the form (t1 , , t2 ). We write t −→ t0 to denote that
0
(t, a, t ) ∈ δ.

Figures 2(a, b, c) present state machines representing three communicating
peers. The start states (s0 , t0 and r0 ) are denoted by arrows with no source state.
Each transition is labeled with the action (send or receive) performed when the
peer moves from the source state to the destination state of the transition.
We will consider systems that consist of a finite set of peers, hP1 , . . . , Pn i,
where Pi = (Mi , Ti , s0i , δi ) and Mi = Miin ∪Miout , such that ∀i : Miin ∩Miout = ∅,
∀i, j : i 6= j ⇒ Miin ∩ Mjin = Miout ∩ Mjout = ∅.
Definition 2 (System Behavior). A system behavior or simply a system over
a set of peers hP1 , . . . , Pn i, where Pi = (Mi , Ti , s0i , δi ) and Mi = Miin ∪ Miout ,
is denoted by a state machine (possibly infinite state) I = (M, C, c0 , ∆) where
M = ∪i Mi
C ⊆ Q1 × T1 × Q2 × T2 . . . Qn × Tn such that ∀i ∈ [1..n] : Qi ⊆ (Miin )∗
c0 ∈ C such that c0 = (, s01 , , s02 . . . , , s0n )
∆ ⊆ C × M × C, and for c = (Q1 , t1 , . . . Qn , tn ) and c0 = (Q01 , t01 , . . . Q0n , t0n )
!m
(a) c −→ c0 ∈ ∆ if ∃i, j ∈ [1..n] : m ∈ Miout ∩ Mjin ,

1.
2.
3.
4.

!m

(i) ti −→ t0i ∈ δi , (ii) Q0j = Qj m, (iii) ∀k ∈ [1..n] : k 6= j ⇒ Qk = Q0k
and (iv) ∀k ∈ [1..n] : k 6= i ⇒ t0k = tk
?m

(b) c −→ c0 ∈ ∆ if ∃i ∈ [1..n] : m ∈ Miin ,
?m

(i) ti −→ t0i ∈ δi , (ii) Qi = mQ0i , (iii) ∀k ∈ [1..n] : k 6= i ⇒ Qk = Q0k
and (iv) ∀k ∈ [1..n] : k 6= i ⇒ t0k = tk


(c) c −→ c0 ∈ ∆ if ∃i ∈ [1..n] : (i) ti −→ t0i ∈ δi , (ii) ∀k ∈ [1..n] : Qk = Q0k
0
and (iii) ∀k ∈ [1..n] : k 6= i ⇒ tk = tk
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Fig. 2. Peers (a, b, c); Synchronous Behavior (d);
(partial view of) Asynchronous Behavior (e).

In the above, Qs describe the
message queues associated with
each peer in the system. The
messages sent to a peer are appended to the tail of its message
queue. A peer can perform a receive action if the corresponding
message is present at the head of
its message queue. After the receive action is performed, the received message is removed from
the head of the message queue.
Figure 2(e) presents a snapshot of the behavior of the
system realized from the asynchronous composition of the
peers shown in Figures 2(a, b,
c). Each state is annotated with
the local states of the peers and
the contents of their message
queues. For instance, the state

s1 t0 r0 has the associated message queues [][][b], denoting that the message queue
of the third peer has a pending receive b and the message queues of the other
peers are empty.
3.2

Verification Objective

We refer to the states where all peers have empty message queues as the synchronized states (shown in bold in Figure 2(e)). Note that, start state of the system
is a synchronized state (e.g., s0 t0 r0 [][][] in Figure 2(e)). Verification of the above
systems may involve checking for properties describing certain desired temporal
ordering of send actions and reachability of synchronized states. In this paper,
we focus on the following types of global properties:
1. reachability of a synchronized state via a sequence of send actions.
2. existence of a sequence of send actions.
Note that, it is reasonable to ignore the ordering of the receive actions as they
are performed locally by the peers by consuming messages from their respective
message queues. Similarly, it is reasonable to ignore the temporal ordering of
states that are not synchronized since these states can be viewed as “transient”
states where one or more peers are yet to consume messages and, therefore, have
not reacted to the messages sent to them.

4

Synchronizability

We define the notion of send- and synchronized-traces described over the sequence of send actions and synchronized states. Formally,
Definition 3 (Send- & Synchronized-Trace). A send-trace of a system
I = (M, C, c0 , ∆) is a sequence of send actions starting from c0 . This is obtained
by projecting a trace of I starting from c0 to the send actions (by ignoring labels
of all the other transitions).
A synchronized-trace of a system, on the other hand, corresponds to a
send-trace that starts from c0 and ends in a synchronized state. A synchronizedtrace also includes the start state and the synchronized state reached at the end
of the trace (in addition to the sequence of send actions).
The union of the set of send-traces and the set of synchronized-traces of I is
denoted by L(I).
(s0 t0 r0 [][][])aabc(s1 t1 r1 [][][]) is a synchronized-trace of the system in Figaabc

ure 2(e). We will denote such a trace as follows: s0 t0 r0
s1 t1 r1 (as the message
queues of the peers in synchronized states are empty, we omit them). On the
other hand, the send-traces of the system include b, a, aa, aab, aabc, aabc . . .,
a
a
b
c
etc. We will denote the send-trace as follows · =⇒ · =⇒ · =⇒ · =⇒ . . ., where
m
=⇒ denotes a transition-sequence containing zero or more receive actions and a
single send action !m.

Next, we describe synchronizability in terms of a system and its synchronous
variant. In the synchronous variant, all peers communicate synchronously, that
is, all peers immediately consume the messages sent to them.
Definition 4 (Synchronous System Behavior). The synchronous system
behavior containing a set of peers hP1 , . . . , Pn i, where Pi = (Mi , Ti , s0i , δi ) and
Mi = Miin ∪ Miout , is denoted by a state machine I0 = (M, C, c0 , ∆) where
1. M = ∪i Mi 2. C ⊆ T1 × T2 . . . × Tn
3. c0 ∈ C such that c0 = (s01 , s02 . . . , s0n )
4. ∆ ⊆ C × M × C and for c = (t1 , t2 , . . . , tn ) and c0 = (t01 , t02 , . . . , t0n )
!m

1. c −→ c0 ∈ ∆ if ∃i, j ∈ [1..n] : m ∈ Miout ∩ Mjin ,
!m

?m

(i) ti −→ t0i ∈ δi , (ii) tj −→ t0j ∈ δj , (iii) ∀k ∈ [1..n] : k 6= i∧k 6= j ⇒ t0k = tk

2. c −→ c0 ∈ ∆ if ∃i ∈ [1..n],

(i) ti −→ t0i ∈ δi , (ii) ∀k ∈ [1..n] : k 6= i ⇒ t0k = tk
Figure 2(d) presents the behavior of the system realized from synchronous composition of peers in Figure 2(a, b, c). Each transition is annotated with the send
action; the corresponding receive action which happens synchronously is shown
in parenthesis. Note that, in synchronous behavior, there is no pending receives
and system states are represented by the tuples of the participating peers’ local
states. Finally, synchronizability is formally defined as:
Definition 5 (Trace Synchronizability). The system I over a set of peers
hP1 , . . . , Pn i is said to be trace synchronizable if and only if L(I) = L(I0 ), where
I0 is the synchronous system over the same set of peers.
Verification of properties described in Section 3.2 is decidable for trace synchronizable systems, where such verification can be performed using synchronous
version of the system (which does not have message queues and therefore has
a finite state-space) using standard model checking techniques. The system
in Figure 2(e) is not trace synchronizable as it contains a synchronized trace
s0 t0 r0
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aabc

s1 t1 r1 which is not present in its synchronous variant in Figure 2(d).

Deciding Trace Synchronizability

We will show that the necessary and sufficient condition for synchronizability
involves the equivalence between the synchronous system behavior and the system behavior using bounded asynchronous communication with message queues
of size 1 for each participating peer.
Definition 6 (k-bounded System). For any k ≥ 1, a k-bounded system (denoted by Ik ) is a system where the length of message queue for any peer is at
most k. The description of k-bounded system behavior is, therefore, realized by
augmenting condition 4(a) in Definition 2 to include the condition |Qj | < k,
where |Qj | denotes the number of pending receives in the queue for peer j.
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Fig. 3. Peers (a, b, c); Synchronous (d); 1-bounded Asynchronous Behavior (e).

Figure 3(e) shows the 1-bounded system behavior obtained from asynchronously
communicating peers in Figures 3(a, b, c). Note that the peer behavior in Figure 3(a) is identical to that in Figure 2(a), while the two peers in Figures 3(b,
c) are modified versions of the ones presented in Figures 2(b, c).
Recall that, the synchronous system behavior is denoted by I0 (Definition 4).
In the rest of the section, we will assume that I and Ik (∀k) are described over
the same set of peers.
Proposition 1. ∀k ≥ 0 : [L(Ik ) ⊆ L(Ik+1 )]
Proof. For any k ≥ 0, every move of Ik can be matched by Ik+1 by avoiding the
send actions that make the receiving peers’ pending receives to exceed k.

Theorem 1. L(I0 ) = L(I1 ) ⇒ ∀k ≥ 0 : L(Ik ) = L(Ik+1 ).
We prove the theorem by contradiction. We assume that there exists k > 1 such
that L(Ik ) 6= L(I1 ). Therefore, there exists a finite trace (either a send-trace or
a synchronized-trace) in Ik (as L(I1 ) ⊆ L(Ik ), by Proposition 1) distinguishing
Ik from I1 . The following Lemmas 1 and 2 contradict the above assumption.
Lemma 1. L(I0 ) = L(I1 ) ⇒ all send-traces in Ik for all k > 1 are present in
I0 and I1 .
Proof. This lemma follows directly from the result in [3], where we have proved
that I0 and I1 have the same set of send-traces if and only if the sets of sendtraces in I0 and I are identical.


Before proceeding with the proof of Lemma 2, we informally describe the
concepts that will be used in the proof. A synchronized-trace is realized by a
system that consists of a set of peers, if each peer follows a path in its behavioral
state machine that is consistent with the synchronized-trace and reaches a state
where its messages queue is empty. In such a path, we will consider the sequence
of send and receive actions leading to the local state of the peer with empty
message queue. We refer to such a sequence when we say that a peer moves
along a trace to realize the synchronized-trace. Similarly, we say that a set of
peers move along a trace to realize a synchronized-trace to refer to the sequence
of send and receive actions performed by the peers to reach their respective
local states describing the synchronized-state of the system. For instance, in
aabc
Figure 3(e), consider the synchronized trace s0 t0 r0
s1 t1 r1 . We say that the
synchronized trace is realized when the first peer (Figure 3(a)) moves along the
trace (!a!a!b)s1 ; while the other peers (Figures 3(b, c)) move along the traces
(?a?a?b)t1 r1 or (?a?b?a)t1 r1 .
Lemma 2. L(I0 ) = L(I1 ) ⇒ all synchronized-traces in Ik for all k > 1 are
present in I0 and I1 .
ω

Proof. Let tk0
tk1 . . . be a synchronized-trace belonging to Ik where tk0 is the
k
start state, t1 is a synchronized state and ω is a sequence of send actions.
I0 and I1 contain the send-trace ω as they contain all send-traces present in
Ik , for any k > 1 (Lemma 1). As I0 reaches one or more synchronized states via
the send-trace ω, I1 also reaches the same set of synchronized states after ω (as
L(I0 ) = L(I1 )). We denote this set of states by T 01 . To prove by contradiction,
we assume that tk1 is different from all the synchronized states in T 01 . We will
contradict this assumption by considering differences between tk1 and the states
in T 01 in terms of the local states of the peers.
Consider that in Ik , there exists a peer P1 that moves along a trace Ak and
ω k
other peers move along a trace Bk to realize the synchronized-trace tk0
t1 .
Further, consider that in I1 , the peer P1 moves along the trace A1 (6= Ak ) and
the other peers move along a trace B1 to realize a synchronized-trace with ω as
the sequence of send actions. Let the synchronized state reached in I1 in this
01
case be t01
1 ∈ T . Let B1 and Bk eventually lead to identical local states for all
k
peers other than P1 . In short, we are considering the case where t01
1 and t1 differ
only in terms of the states of P1 . Figure 4 illustrates this situation.
We analyze the condition under which, in I1 , the peer P1 cannot move along
Ak when other peers are moving along Bk to realize the send-trace ω. The
condition is that in Ak , the peer P1 has a full message queue (containing a
pending receive a) and is trying to send a message m to some other peer; while
in Bk , the other peers cannot move without sending a message b to P1 ; and
. . . abm . . . is present in ω. In other words, the peers cannot move without sending
each other messages in a specific order and such sending is not possible as the
buffer of P1 in I1 in the path Ak is full. That is,
• in Ak , P1 sends !m when it has some pending receive action (say, a);
• in Bk , some peer sends !b to P1 ; and

• . . . abm . . . is present in ω.
For simplicity, we consider the above scenario with the following assumptions:
Assumption 1: P1 ’s message queue contains two pending receives at most once
when it moves along the trace Ak in Ik to realize the given
synchronized-trace, and
Assumption 2: tk1 differs from t01
1 in terms of local states of one peer (P1 ).
We will prove that the scenario is not possible with the above assumptions and
later proceed to prove the same without the assumptions.
As L(I0 ) = L(I1 ), the peer P1 in I0 moves along a trace A0 and the other
peers move along a trace B0 to reach t01
1 via ω = . . . abm . . .. Note that, A0 and
A1 end in identical local states for the peer P1 , while B0 , B1 and Bk end in
identical local states for peers other than P1 according to Assumption 2 above
(see Figure 4).
Furthermore, the peers moving along B0 immediately consume any message
sent to them (all sends are immediately received in I0 ). This implies that B0
contains the subsequence !a!b?m. Therefore, in I1 , the peer P1 can move along
the trace Ak and other peers can move along B0 to realize a send sequence
. . . amb . . . and reach the synchronized state tk1 (see Figure 4). As L(I1 ) = L(I0 ),
this synchronized-trace is also present in I0 . In other words, in I0 , P1 can move
along a trace A00 and other peers can move along a trace B00 such that the
send sequence . . . amb . . . is realized and the synchronized state tk1 is reached.
Therefore, the destination states for P1 along the traces A00 and Ak are identical and the destination states for the peers other than P1 along the traces
B00 , B0 , B1 and Bk are identical (see Figure 4). Furthermore, there exists a
subsequence ?a!m?b in A00 as all sends are immediately consumed by P1 in I0 .
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Fig. 4. Proof Schema 1 for Lemma 2

A0

Proceeding further, in I1 ,
the peer P1 can move along the
trace A00 and the other peers
can move along the trace B0 to
realize the send sequence ω =
. . . abm . . . and reach the destination synchronized state tk1
(see Figure 4). This is because,
in I1 , each peer has a message
queue of size 1. This contradicts the assumption that Ik
can reach a synchronized state
tk1 via ω that is not reachable by
I1 via the same send sequence.

Addressing Assumption 1. Recall the two assumptions made for simplifying the
arguments of the proof. The arguments hold even when the first assumption is
not considered. This is because, if P1 considers n > 2 pending receives in Ak ,

then we can construct a path for I1 where P1 consumes n − 1 pending receives
before the send action !m and reaches the same state as in trace Ak .
Similarly, if P1 considers n > 2 pending receives multiple times along the
trace Ak before sending m0 , m1 , etc., we can construct a trace for P1 in I1 ,
where P1 consumes n − 1 pending receives before performing the send actions
!m0 , !m1 , etc. and reaches the same destination state as in Ak .
Addressing Assumption 2. Next, we discard the second assumption that tk1 differ
01
k
from t01
1 (∈ T ) due to only the local states of P1 . Let the difference between t1
and t01
be
due
to
two
peers
P
and
P
.
In
I
,
P
moves
along
the
trace
A
1
2
k
1
k1 ,
1
P2 moves along the trace Ak2 , and peers other than P1 and P2 move along the
trace Bk . On the other hand, in I1 , P1 moves along A1 (6= Ak1 ), P2 moves along
A2 (6= Ak2 ) and other peers move along B1 (destination states of these peers in
B1 and Bk are identical). Figure 5 illustrates this scenario.
Ik has a synchronized-trace with send sequence ω where P1 moves along Ak1 ,
P2 moves along A2 and the rest of the peers move along B1 . This synchronizedtrace is possible because the size of the message queues of peers in Ik is greater
than those in I1 . Therefore, Ik and I1 reach two different synchronized states via
send sequence ω, where the destination states differ only in terms of local states
of P1 (see Figure 5). We have already proved that this is not possible. Therefore,
there exists a path (with send sequence ω) in I1 such that P1 moves along A01 ,
P2 moves along A02 and other peers move along B10 , where the destination states
in A01 and Ak1 are identical, the destination states in A02 and A2 are identical,
and the destination states in B10 and B1 are identical (see Figure 5).
Next, consider this newly conB’1
A’2
B1 A1
A2
A’1
A k1
A k2 B k
structed synchronized-trace for I1
and the original synchronizedtrace for Ik (P1 moves along Ak1 ,
P2 moves along Ak2 and other
peers move along Bk ). The synchronized states reached via the
t 01
1
tk
same send sequence (ω) differ only
1
in terms of local states of P2 .
We have proved this is not posP1 Path P2 Path Others Path Send-trace System
Ak1
Ak2
Bk
ω
Ik
sible. Therefore, there exists a
A1
A2
B1
ω
I1
synchronized-trace (with send seAk1
A2
B1
ω
Ik
A01
A02
B10
ω
I1
quence ω) in I1 such that P1 moves
Fig. 5. Proof Schema 2 for Lemma 2
along A001 , P2 moves along A002 and
others move along B100 where the
00
destination states of A1 and Ak1 are identical, the destination states of A002 and
Ak2 are identical, and the destination states of B100 and B1 are identical. This
contradicts our assumption.
The above arguments also hold when differences in synchronized states are
due to local states of more than two peers participating in the system.

The proof for Theorem 1 directly follows from Lemmas 1 and 2.

Theorem 2. L(I0 ) = L(I1 ) if and only if I is trace synchronizable.
Proof. Follows from Theorem 1, Definition 3 and Proposition 1.



The system in Figure 2(e) is not synchronizable as its 1-bounded asynchronous version is not trace equivalent to its synchronous counterpart (Figure 2(d)). The 1-bounded asynchronous system contains traces (e.g., send trace
a

a

aabc

=⇒=⇒ and synchronized trace s0 t0 r0
s1 t1 r1 ) which are absent in the synchronous version. Figure 3(d) and (e) shows the synchronous and 1-bounded
asynchronous system realized from the peers in Figures 3(a, b, c). These two
systems are trace equivalent and as such the corresponding asynchronous system is trace synchronizable.
Note that, we have proved that synchronizability can be decided by checking the equivalence between two finite-state systems, I0 and I1 . This can be
performed automatically. Once an asynchronous system (with possibly infinite
state-state) has been classified as trace synchronizable, we can verify reachability
properties over its send actions and synchronized states using the synchronous
variant of the system.
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Experiments with Singularity Channel Contracts

We automated our approach for analyzing Singularity channel contracts by implementing a translator which takes a Singularity channel contract specification
as input and generates two LOTOS specifications that correspond to the synchronous and 1-bounded-asynchronous versions of the input contract. Then we
use the CADP toolbox [12] to check the equivalence of the synchronous and
1-bounded-asynchronous versions.
Synchronous Model. Given a Singularity channel contract, the state machine of
the participating peers (a client and a server) is obtained as follows. For every
transition between a state s to a state t, in the contract with label m!, a send
transition labeled with m is added to the state machine of server peer from its
local state corresponding to s to its local state corresponding to t; a receive action
m is added to the state machine of client peer from its local state corresponding
to s to its local state corresponding to t. The dual strategy is used for actions of
the form m? in the contract (the server peer receives m sent by the client peer).
The state machines for the peers are encoded in LOTOS using process constructs which allows sequential (ordering), branching (choice) and loop specifications. The synchronous system is constructed from the peer specifications
in LOTOS by using the composition operator in LOTOS, which specifies synchronous communication between processes over pre-specified channels.
Asynchronous Model. The LOTOS language does not support asynchronous communication directly. In order to generate the 1-bounded asynchronous model in
LOTOS we create a bounded FIFO queue process (which can store at most
one message) for each message queue. The FIFO queue process representing the
message queue of a peer P synchronously receives messages from peers sending

messages to P, and it synchronously sends these messages to P. The messages
sent from the FIFO queue process of peer P are essentially receive actions by
P which are not considered in send- and synchronized-traces. These actions are,
therefore, hidden during the composition process and they become internal transitions (τ -transitions in LOTOS).
Equivalence Checking. After generating the LOTOS specifications for the synchronous and 1-bounded asynchronous models, we generate the two corresponding LTSs using the state space generation tools in the CADP toolbox. During
the equivalence check the only visible events are the message send events from
any peer since the receive events are hidden. To optimize the equivalence check
we reduce the resulting LTS modulo the hidden actions (using the τ -confluence
relation). This reduces the transition system without modifying the send- and
synchronized-traces of the system. Then we check the equivalence of the reduced
LTSs for the synchronous and 1-bounded asynchronous systems. If two LTSs are
equivalent, the system (i.e, the system obtained from the peers participating in
the given Singularity contract) is synchronizable; otherwise it is not.
The construction of LTSs from LOTOS specifications, the reduction of the
LTSs and their equivalence checking are performed automatically using SVL
scripts [11] and by using the Reductor and the Bisimulator tools that are part
of the CADP toolbox [12].
We applied our approach to 86 channel contracts that are available in the
Singularity code base. The size of the synchronous systems obtained from the
projected peers of these contracts ranges between 2 to 23 states and 1 to 60
transitions. The size of the 1-bounded asynchronous variant, on the other hand,
ranges between 3 to 99 states and 2 to 136 transitions. The time taken to reduce
the asynchronous model is on an average 10 secs and the equivalence checking
time is on an average 3 secs. We have found that all channel contracts in the
Singularity code base are synchronizable except two. The two contracts that
fail the synchronizability test are faulty (allow deadlocks, as was previously reported and confirmed by the Singularity developers [24]). Hence, if we ignore
these two faulty contracts, all channel contracts in the Singularity code base are
synchronizable, i.e., their properties concerning the sequence of send actions and
reachability of synchronized states can be verified automatically.

7

Related Work

The synchronizability problem was first proposed in [9, 10] in the context of analyzing interactions among web services. Synchronizability definition in these
papers only considered sequence of send actions, i.e., send-traces. The synchronizability conditions given in [9, 10] are sufficient but not necessary conditions.
One of the synchronizability conditions used in [9, 10] is called autonomous condition, and this condition prevents a process from having a send and a receive
transition from the same state. This condition sometimes fails for protocols that
are synchronizable. In [3] it is argued that synchronizability analysis can be used
for checking the conformance of a set of web services to a given global interaction

protocol (called a choreography specification in the web services domain). The
synchronizability analysis presented in [3] provides a necessary and sufficient
condition for synchronizability when only send-traces are considered. Recent results reported in [4] also build on the results from [3] to show the decidability of
the choreography realizability problem.
The synchronizability definitions used in these earlier papers do not correspond to the synchronizability definition we use in this paper since they do not
take into account synchronized state reachability. In particular, the main result
presented in [3] corresponds to the Lemma 1 from this paper. In this paper we
present a non-trivial and important extension to this earlier result and introduce
the synchronized-state reachability by proving Lemma 2. This extension allows
for verification of reachability properties over send actions and configurations
where the message queues are empty. Moreover, the synchronizability analysis
presented in [3] is not implemented, whereas we implement the proposed synchronizability analysis and apply it to the Singularity channel contracts.
The work on session types [14, 15] focuses on conformance of an interaction
to a predefined protocol and formulates this as a typing problem. The idea is
to first define a global type for interaction behavior and then to check if each
local peer implementation is “typable” with respect to the global type. If that
is the case then the typing rules ensure that when the peers are executed, they
conform to the interaction protocol specification that corresponds to the global
type. Interestingly, the type system for session types contains an analogue of
the autonomous condition from [9, 10] and therefore is more restrictive then the
synchronizability condition presented in this paper.
In [7], the authors presented various decidability results for half-duplex asynchronous systems containing two peers, one where at any system state at most
one message queue is non-empty. The authors proved that half-duplex systems
have a recognizable reachability set which can be computed in polynomial time,
and which makes it possible to verify in polynomial time the reachability of system states. The authors proved that determining whether an asynchronous system with two peers is half-duplex is decidable. Finally, the authors showed that
systems with more than two peers and participating in pair-wise half-duplex communication can simulate a Turing machines, and therefore, reachability analysis
of such systems is undecidable, in general. In this paper, we examined a different
subclass of asynchronous systems, namely synchronizable systems. Synchronizability does not require half-duplex communication and is applicable for systems
containing more than two peers.
In [25, 13], the authors discuss the type of communication topologies (e.g.,
trees) that leads to decidability of reachability analysis in communicating systems, including communicating push-down systems. Our results hold for any
communication topology. We conjecture that our results also hold for wellqueuing push-down systems considered in [25]; a well-queuing push-down system
is one where communications occur when the execution stack is empty. We plan
to investigate synchronizability of such communicating push-down systems.

In the context of parallel programming, where concurrently executing processes communicate via message passing (MPI programs), several papers (e.g.,
[19, 22, 26]) discuss the impact of buffering on the behavior in terms of deadlock freedom and conformance to local sequence of actions. Specifically, these
works discuss how buffering can lead to deadlock when there are “wildcard”
receives (states in the peer behavior where any receive action of that peer is
possible), and address the problem of deadlock detection efficiently using partial
order reduction [22] or using “happens before” relation [26]. There is one main
difference between our work and these earlier results. We are concerned with
the global ordering of send actions and reachability of synchronized states as
opposed to local ordering of actions. As a result, deadlock-freedom in the synchronous and asynchronous variants does not imply that these variants are trace
equivalent (Definition 3). Hence, the premise of the work on MPI programming
that deadlock-freedom ensures conformance to desired behavior does not hold in
our setting. Additionally, [22] imposes certain MPI domain-specific restrictions
regarding dependencies between sends and receives, whereas our approach does
not depend on such conditions.

8

Conclusion

In this paper we introduced a notion of synchronizability that identifies a class
of asynchronously communicating systems for which the sequences of sent messages and the set of reachable synchronized states (i.e., states with emptymessage queues) remain the same when asynchronous communication is replaced
with synchronous communication. We showed that synchronizability of a system
can be determined by checking the equivalence between its synchronous and 1bounded asynchronous models. We applied this approach to Singularity channel
contracts and our experimental results show that all Singularity channel contracts that are not faulty are synchronizable. Hence, their properties can be
verified using the synchronous communication model.
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